
 

 

 

What your child is learning this half term 

Spring 1: I.D 
English 

During this term, children will be covering the following genres: diary 
entry and reports. Children will develop their comprehension skills 

through the text “Bill’s New Frock”, as well as an increased focus on the 
use of punctuation in reading and writing.  

At home: Practise spellings sent home, visit the library to read a range of 
fiction and non-fiction texts, look at the way the writer engages the 

reader. 
 

Maths 
Over this half term, the children will be covering the following topics: Ratio, 

Algebra, Geometry, Position and Direction and Statistics. They will also have the 
opportunity to revise and apply what they have already learnt to SATs-style 

questions. 
At home: Continue to practice rapid recall and times tables regularly including the 
four operations and support children in recalling multiplication and corresponding 

division facts. Test the children using their revision guides. 
 

Science 
Evolution and Inheritance 

Children will be developing their understanding of the human body. They will 
be learning about Charles Darwin's Theory of Evolution as well as investigating 

how qualities are inherited in humans.  
At home: Children to identify similarities and differences between family 

members. Who do they resemble the most? Identify inherited and acquired 
traits.  

RMSE 
As part of our new Discovery RMSE curriculum, Year 6 will be 

investigating the question ‘Does anything last for eternity? ’For this 
investigation we will be looking at how Jesus talks about love within the 
Bible and reading stories such as ‘The Lost Son’ to show the importance 

of forgiveness.  
At home: Discuss with children how the ideas of love and forgiveness are 

important to family life.  
 

PE/Swimming 
In PE, Year 6 will be focusing on three areas:  

Football, Gymnastics and Handball. In Football and Hockey, children will be 
learning basic principles of the game. In Gymnastics, children will be creating 

sequences using different movements on various apparatus. PE/Swimming takes 
places on a Thursday; all children must come to school in full kits on this day. All 

girls will be participating in swimming lessons on this day and must bring the 
correct swimming kit. 

At home: Practise skills and read around the activity that your child is learning 
this half term 

 
 

Computing.  
We are market researchers – children will be conducting research into the 

potential market for their app, using an online survey together with interviews 
or focus groups. They analyse the data and information they obtain and create 
a presentation summarising their findings. We will also be using our VR system 

to enhance the children’s learning experiences. 
At home: Encourage children to apply their computing skills, such as using the 

different Microsoft applications, to help their understanding of the functions as 
this will develop their confidence in application. 

 

Music 
In Music this half term, children will explore a variety of composers and 

comment on how music reflects different meanings. Elective Music 
tuition will also continue across Year 6 where children will continue 

learning to play cornets, keyboards and violins 
At home: Encourage your child to explain the different skills they are 

learning.  

Art/DT 
During their Art and Design Technology lessons, children will be using a range of 
materials to create items that make statements about their personality. Children 
will be researching, planning and designing their items, and finally assembling the 

item using technical approaches. 
At home: Discuss with your child the skills they are learning. Encourage children to 

look up different ranges of fingerprints and discuss differences between them. 

History/Geography 
Children will be developing their understanding of map work with Geography 
lessons by locating significant places of interest on local and national maps. 

Within History lessons, children will research historical figures who have 
contributed to social change within the world. 

 
At home: Encourage children to visit the Library or research at home: William 

Wilberforce, Vincent Van Gogh or Dr Barnado and discover how they have 
made a significant impact. 

PSHEC 
As part of PSHEC this half term, children will be learning about different 

types of trauma that children could face and how this impacts their 
wellbeing each day. As well as this, children will be looking at Global 

Goal 13: Climate Action and the impact of global warming.   
At home: Discuss: Trauma; Global Warming; Bush Fires; current topics in 

the news.   

Homework 
Maths homework is set on a Thursday and must be returned on a Monday. 

Please ensure that you read with your child every day. Children can change their 
home reader book as soon as they finish it. We encourage all of our parents to let 
us know how well your child is reading at home. Children have Topic and Spelling 
homework set each half term. Spelling tests will be on Fridays. Children to pick 5 
(or more) tasks for topic to complete this half term. Children must keep record of 

homework, tests and books they read in their planners. 

 
 

     

www.adderleyprimary.co.uk 
 
@AdderleySchool 

 

Key Events: 
1. Crime Scene Investigation Day – Thursday 16th January 2020 
2. Parents Reading SATs Workshop – Tuesday 21st January 2020, 

2:20-3:20pm 
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